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Introduction

Meaning: The Heart and

Soul of Innovation

Every morning, all around the world, billions of people wake

up and go to work. For some, this may mean walking out

into the fields adjacentto their home. For others, it may take

an hour-long commute to reach their cubicle on the 50th floor.

Regardless of the path, all are moving toward activities that define a

large partof who they are. Whether you area farmer or fund man

ager, the tasks you do, the responsibilities you hold, the relation

ships and decisions you make,all express parts ofyour identity and

define you in significant ways. Because of this connection, most of

us careabout the meaning ofwhat we do.

That said, this is not a book about finding your soul in the

workplace; many others have spoken to that issue. It's a straightfor

ward business book with a straightforward capitalistic goal: to

encourage businessesto create more valueby adopting a process that

deliberately places meaning at the center of innovation. What we

present here is a model for innovation that influences the wider com

mercial environment in which we all interact. We envision a time

when customers increasinglymake their purchasedecisions based on

deeply valued meanings that companies evoke for them through

their products and services—in other words, meaningful consump

tion—as opposed to simply responding based on features, price,

brand identity, and emotional pitches.We hope to persuade business

leaders that combining and integrating the power of invention,

design, and marketing to create meaningful experiences for their

customersprovides a blueprint to achieving sustained, stablegrowth.

l
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This is a recipe for a healthy business in any economic climate,

but in today's volatile environment, where shareholder value can

evaporate more quickly than it can be built, we believe it is both a

timely and a reasonable pursuit. If you innovate with an eye to what

it meaningful in your customers' lives, your products and services

are more likely to be adopted and retained, not tossed aside when

the next new sensation arrives. Ifyou identify the core meanings that

your product, service, or brand convey, you are more capable of

translating the experience into multiple cultures—again, a timely

and reasonable pursuit, given our increasingly globalized economy.

And ifyou approach innovation with meaningat the centerof your

process, you are better able to fosteropen and transparentcollabo

ration among departments and functions. This saves costs, saves

time, and produces real value for your customer,your shareholders,

and the people with whom you work.

For customers, the value is conveyed through a positive prod

uct experience and lasting brand loyalty. Forshareholders, it comes

in the form of ongoing profitabilityand a return on their financial

investment in the company. Foremployees, the value of their work

is also expressed as a return on their investment—oftime and cre

ativity, labor and a commitment to quality, and their identification

with and loyalty to the companyand itsofferings.

We write this book in the tradition of Louis Cheskin, who in

1945, embarked on what became a life-long obsession to under

stand the elements of meaning embedded in the relationship

between companies and their customers. Using the emerging disci

pline of psychology, he helped some of this country'smost promi

nent businessmen (and they were all men at that time) to rethink

and redesign their products. He helped Marlboro find its masculin

ity, margarine find its true color (yellow).

Some 50-odd yearslater, the company he founded is a thriving

consultancy that continues to help companies build meaningful

connections with their customers. The designers, researchers, anthro-
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pologists, and marketerswho work at Cheskin, many of whom con

tributed to this book, continue to find meaning in their work; both

for themselves and for the hundreds of clients who partner with us

to build greater meaning into their products, services and brands.

Making Meaning shares our perspective gained over the course of

more than 30 years advising companies on innovation in product

development, design, and marketing. Separately and together, we

three authors counseledhundreds of companieson both strategies

and implementations that help create better experiences for their

customers and audiences.

"Experience" is a termthat hasspreadthroughout the business

world with increasingly frequency over the course of the past

decade—somewhat to the detriment of the concept. Phrases like

"experience marketing,'* "experience branding," "experience design,"
"experience economy," and "360degree branding" (a form ofexperi

encedesign) haveproliferated, reflecting a recognition that customers

relate to products and services in ways that go beyond their percep

tion of the functional value of thoseofferings. Some of companies
are well recognized for the success of their total customer experi

ence—Disney and Apple, for example—and in fact acknowledge the

power and value of this approach. Others are less obvious, such as

JohnDeere, General Motors, andProcter &Gamble, yetthey alliden
tify experience asa significant factor affecting theirfinancial perform

ance. Forall the interest in the conceptof the customerexperience,

however, there's been little concrete discussion ofhow it's achieved.

Even some of the companies that have succeeded at it seem to have

gotten there by accident or, in rare instances, been led to their suc

cesses by the leadership of a marketinggenius,such as SteveJobs.

Our own work in the field has led us to the conviction that for

companies to achieve enduring competitive advantage through

experience design, their innovations cannot be based simply on

novelty. Increasingly, they must address their customers' essential

human need for meaning. To do this, companies must first under-
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stand the role that meaning plays in people's lives, how products

and servicescan evoke meaning, and then how to identify the core

meanings they should targetwith their own offerings. For compa

nies facing both globalization and the end of the mass market,

"making meaning" is one ofvery few strategies that will work.

In this book, we observe, define, and describe the phenome

non of the meaningful customer experience. Where Louis Cheskin

drew almost exclusively from psychology, we add insights from cul

tural anthropology and contextual design. In this book we briefly

wrestle with defining both "experience" and "meaning" in the con

text ofbusiness innovation. As you might imagine,these are slippery

terms, but we provide ample illustration of what we mean—some

from our own client work, some from other companies. We offer

you a listof typesof meaningourwork has led us to find are most

valuable to people, but we'll alsoencourage you to add your own.

And, importantly, we offer practical strategies for turningyourbusi

ness into a "meaning business," focusing on the roles, tools, and

process of identifying, designing, delivering, and maintaining mean

ingful experiences. We show you how meaningcan be the engine

behind innovation and an organization's strategic plan,aswell as a

way of unifying vision and communicating it to everyone in an

organization clearly andsimply—whether you're selling software or

soft drinks, or something that doesn't even exist yet.

The strategies we present here are a natural outgrowth of ideas

about business that have gone before. They evolve the practice of

innovation, design, and marketing in a directiondemanded by the

marketplace. We invite you to explore this concept with us. We

hope you'll find it an enjoyable, thought-provoking read, offering

perspective that justmight revolutionize yourbusiness. At the very

least, we think it will give you an opportunity and a vantagepoint

from which to think about what your job means, and why that's an

important consideration.
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The Road to Meaning

In 1945, a young housewife walks to her local grocer every day. Shebrings

a shopping list, but shedoesn't need tobereminded to buy Pine-sol. Her

mother always kept a bottle of the all-purpose household cleaner in her

pantry, and nowshe does thesame. Itspungent smell reassures herof its

natural power toclean herhouse. Its concentrated formula helps herecon

omize andstretch her budget a little further.

A generation later, in the 1970's, a young working mom stops at

Kmart on her commute home. She races through the household cleaner

aisle, grabbing a bottle of Formula 409 toclean herkitchen, Liquid Downy

tosoften herlaundry, Lysol to disinfect herbathroom, and a new lemon-

scented dishwashing liquid in caseshe needs it. These are the brands she

recognizes, the ones shesees advertised on TV, theones herfriends use.

Three more decades pass and a singlewoman in her thirties waits

for a connecting flight to visit hergrandmother in Beijing. She has her

laptop open anddecides tocheck ona company sheoverheard a colleague

raving about. Shesearches Google for "Method"and "soap." Shereads a

blog describing the idealistic entrepreneurial founders and the philosophy

thatshapes the company. She clicks on a link and a few seconds later

smiles as the small company's website appears. Tltis is it, she thinks, a

company that seems toknow herand offers a lineof beautifully designed

cleaningproducts that promise to loveherhomeas much as she does.

P
eople's needs and desires change over time. Sometimes com

panies are able to create supply in front of changing market

demand, maybe even prompt it slightly. Sometimes busi-
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nesses fall behind demand and must rush to catch up. Thousands of

dissertations and countless consulting hours have been dedicated to

figuring out the relationship between the forces of market supply

and demand. It's an interesting topic and worthy ofdebate, but right

now we're satisfied just knowing the two forces co-evolve.Our inter

est lies in anticipating the market's next move and ensuring that

companies adopt innovation practices that are designed to respond

quickly and appropriately to the change.

From our perspective, that change is happening now. It is a

logical progression in the short history of consumer markets, and it

revolves around people's growing appreciation of meaning in their

lives—and their increasing expectation that companies can con

tribute to it. A brief review of innovation's path makes the emerging

pattern clear and helps us see what's next.

From Mass to Niche

If we look back to the turn of the previous century—the late 1800's

and early1900's—we see inventive geniuses such asThomas Edison,

Henry Ford, and the team of William Procter and James Gamble

innovating around two key factors: function and price. This was a

very production-centric time, fueled by a "build it and they will

come"philosophythat oftenworked. Butasassembly linesand dis

tribution infrastructure proliferated, companies developed more

nuanced offeringsbeyond one-color autos and single-variety soaps.

Given a choice, consumers similarly demanded these newly avail

able attributes. As a result, innovation focused increasingly on itera

tions, extensions, and refinements of existing products. Soap

manufacturers diversified into flakes, powders, and liquids. Food

companies added new flavors. Cataloguesgrewlarger. Invention and

production still ruled the marketplace, but consumers' growing

appetite for noveltyand choice was a growinginfluence.
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Evolution of innovation and consumer demand

1900's
Product Focus

>Functional benefits

• Economic benefits

1950's
Brand Focus

• Emotional benefits

• Identity & status benefits

2000's
Experience Focus

• Meaning benefits

figure I: Evolution of innovation and consumer demand

In an effort to better understand consumers' beliefs and moti

vations, a few pioneering organizations, including Cheskin, intro

duced the use of social science techniques in die 1930's and 1940's

to help companies and their ad agencies better understand why

people chose one product over another. These firms employed psy

chologists, anthropologists, and sociologists who understood that

people's consumption patterns revealed a great deal about who

they were, how they viewed themselves, what they believed, and

how they lived. But at the time, companies were primarily inter

ested in gaining greater persuasive powers and exerting more reli

able control on consumer demand. They believed that decoding

human behavior would allow advertising and marketing not only

to raise product and brand awareness, but also to create and shape

consumer demand.

For a time, this worked. Throughout 1950's and 1960's, the

social research approach elevated the sophistication and effective

ness of marketing communication and helped create a mass con

sumer consciousness that responded almost instinctively to the

phrase "new and improved." Thanks to the emergence of broadcast

media and the popularity of daytime soap operas, a company could
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invent a new toothpaste, detergent, or hairspray and confidently

predict its successfuladoption based on a simple, research-derived

formula for gainingawareness, stimulating trial, and encouraging

repeat purchase. One 60-second commercial aired on a leadingTV

soap opera could reach an audience of 30 million regularviewers

in the U.S., most of them women responsible for family purchases

who were also interested in buying what their neighbors bought.

Brand identity became one means by which new urbanites and

suburbanites were able to understand and communicate their place

in society during a period ofrapid population expansion, increased

mobility, and new family formation.

During the tumult of the 1970'sand early 1980's,the homog

enous mass market began to disintegrate into a collection of niche

markets, characterized by progressively more confident consumers

who did not feel compelled to buy what everyone else bought. One

of the first segments to separate from the mass market were the

"Baby Boomers"—the youthful subgroup that had grown up watch

ing TV commercials that defined the nation's buying habits. In

rebelling against their parents' tastes in clothing, cars, food, and

music, these young consumers brought explosive growth to compa

nies like Levis, VW, Pepsi-Cola, Capitol Records, and McDonald's.

They convincingly demonstrated how companies and their prod

ucts could thrive by focusing innovation on a particularmarket seg

ment with distinct needs and desires.

As a result, innovation appropriately shifted from asking,

"How can we make everyone want this?" to "How can we make

what these people want?" The spotlight shifted from "features" to

"benefits." It was no longer enough to offer a functional product at

a fair price with a winning campaign. To succeed, a company had

to offer exactly the right product for the right reason, at the right

place, and at the right price. Marketing quickly embraced these four

"P's"—product, promotion, placement, and price—grabbing a
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more commanding role in the innovation process and refocusing

its persuasive power on smaller niches.

The break-up of the mass market and the resulting shift in

innovation and marketing practices fueled a quantum leap in the

number of new designs,unique feature sets, and brand identities-

ail vying for a small slice of the ever-growingconsumer pie. Con

sumers developed a seemingly unquenchable thirst for "more" and

"different," particularly if the product or service was a component

of a branded "lifestyle" scenario. Coca-Cola went from offering a

cola in one traditionally shaped bottle to offering a rangeof bever

ages in dozens of sizes and containers. General Motors introduced

new brands every year, each intended for a more specific type of

buyer. New magazines and newspapers popped up monthly, serv

ing an ever more diverseconstituency ranging from the recreational

hunter to the teenage fashion lover. Ostensibly, no identified seg

ment went unserved.

f,3 From Identity to Experience

It was during this period that the concept ofbranding seemed to go

on steroids, pushing innovation beyond its focus on function and

economic value to introducing new dimensions of identity and

emotion. A generic credit card could distinguish itself by adopting

the imagery of luxury and exclusivity, as American Express did. Pepsi

could compete againstan Americanclassic like Coca-Cola by associ

ating itself—and by extension, the person who drank Pepsi—with

fun and popularity. As Louis Cheskin explained back then, "Choices

are made emotionally much more frequently than rationally. The

shopper is motivated by symbols, images, and colors." Today this

concept seems so obvious as to be almost simplistic. We take it for

granted that the Nike "swoosh" is a powerful symbol or that the
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richest coffee comes in brown packages. But throughout the latter

decades of the 20th century, the brand identity concept was novel

and fueled a mass remodeling of corporate logos, product packages,

service uniforms, delivery trucks, and more.

Up to this point, we haven't talked specificallyabout the role of

design in this evolutionary landscape. This is not an oversight. The

role design plays here is difficult to map neatly onto this overview, in

part because it is so broadly defined and applied, but also because

design is so pervasive. For example, industrial designers often create

devices, tools, and products that companies like Hewlett-Packard,

Coleman, or GEsell.They also may specialize on shaping a product's

physical form and style to improve the user's interaction with the

product, and its overallappeal. Graphic designersuse visual elements

and text to communicate an idea, a concept, or a message.They also

work with marketers to create packaging, advertising visuals, mer

chandising, product comps, and nearly everything else of a print

nature Information architects, another form of designer, structure

information and data to make it more accessible The newest

entrants, digitaldesigners, combine nearlyeverything that industrial,

graphic, and information designers do. Much like architects (so

much so that some hold the title of information architect), but work

ing with digital, ratherthan tangible materials, they invent entire new

types of businesses, like Amazon or eBay, complete with products,

services, branding, distribution, consumer connections and, of

course, pop-up ads.We haven't included interior designers, fashion

designers, architects, or designengineers. As a category, designers' job

responsibilities aresimply too diverse to summarize, and it's impos

sible to assign them a singular role in the innovation process. Once

form, identity, and emotion became significant factors in the ulti

mate success of a product service, or brand, designers' influence

began to concentrate and grow.Whatever the designer's specialty, he

or she has a key role in seeing that the customer's experience of inter

acting with the product is a positive one
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By the end of the 20th century, the realm of innovation had

expanded beyond inventors creating products and services to include

marketers, who created brands, and designers who created and con

tributed a valuable but largelyundefinable quality. In general, this

widening notion of the innovation team contributed to greaterlevels

of creativity and market relevance But this convergence of profes

sions, with their overlapping capabilities and passions, also fueled

new tensions in many companies. It's easy to see why.

Who within a business has primary responsibility for direct

ing innovation or for creating the next new thing: the inventors, the

designers, or the marketers? If the responsibility is shared, who is in

the lead role, and whose view of consumer's desires take prece

dence? This tension has been most evident at companies pursuing

the creation of "experiences," a practice that rose out of the dotcom

era encouraging companies to create products, services and envi

ronments based on a holisticconsideration of the consumers' expe

rience. We also find this debate about who directs innovation in

companies that embrace 360 degree branding, a similar idea that

says a company's brand communications should be consciously

and consistently reinforced at all points of contact with its cus

tomers. Both approaches prioritize the customer, but both also blur

the lines between the roles of inventor, designer, and marketer.

These blurred lines can be the source of confusion and conflict

within organizations. Should Microsoft's highly effective "realize

your potential" marketingcampaign control the design vision for

Xbox? WasGap's switch of its spokesperson from 40 year-old Sarah

Jessica Parkerto 18year-oldJossStone prompted by designers who

needed to appeal to a younger generation market segment?

As a consequence of this tension between invention, design,

and marketing, it has become common for us and other consulting

firms to be contracted by a marketing executive who then directs us

not to interact with the design or engineering department. Likewise,

a design executivemay contract us or other firms for an assignment
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and caution us not to let marketing know what they are doing. It's

ironic, too, since to their credit, all sides espouse the value ofdeeply

understanding their current and potential customers. Each has

begun to respect the profound influence culture has on consumer

perception and buying patterns. Each recognizes the importance of

sharing customer understanding throughout organizations—in a

manner that is accessible and inspiring, rather than relying on the

mind-numbing charts and tables of past decades. And yet in many

cases, these disciplines haven't learned to innovate collaboratively to

truly achievewhat their customers want. One side wins the battle or

everyoneduplicates (even cancelsout) each other's efforts.

Meanwhile the benefits ofa designed experience start to be felt

and enjoyed by consumers. The Starbucks coffee experienceseems

worth the higher price. Southwest's fun flying experience seems

worth the inconvenience of no reserved seats. The cohesive, consis

tent quality of services like these heightens people's awareness and

expectations ofwhat companies should deliver.This growing expec

tation of an experience that integrates aspects of invention, design,

and marketing,changes the stakes for the supply-sideof the innova

tion equation. Now for a company to innovate effectively, these dis

ciplines that used to function autonomously need to align and

converge. All members of a company's innovation team need to

work in unison to deliver a successful experience, particularly if that

experience is to be meaningful.

The Demand for Meaning

The idea that companies can and should play a meaningful role in

their customers' lives may sound grandiose to some even dangerous

to others, but it came to us quite simply and naturally. We didn't

dream it up in a brainstorming session, or see it diagrammed by man

agement gurus. We simply looked around and noticed people were
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talkingmore frequently and passionately about meaningin their lives.

We heard people expressing a desire for—even expecting—meaning

ful experiences from companies, not just from traditional institutions

such as religion, family, or government. As we mentioned earlier, we

can't say for certainwhy this is happening, but we speculate that the

demand for meaningful experiences is growing forseveral reasons.

In countries with advanced consumer markets where prod

ucts and services are already designed to meet sophisticated emo

tional or identity needs, customers are seeking even more

dimension. A teenage girlwho has grown up with the Web, instant

messaging, cell phones, and emoticons lights up when she learns

about a new service that lets her and her friends develop a stronger

sense of community by choosing, downloading, and listening to

music together. She takes it for granted that her functional, eco

nomic, and emotional needs will be filled. Or as she might think of

it, "It works, I can afford it, and it's cute." If a company offers some

thing with more personal meaning to her—"It brings me and my

friends together"—that's novel.

The U.S., Japan, and most European countries are all societies

with an aging population. As people age they tend to have a

broader perspective on the meaning of life and for many, an

urgency to consider the meaning of life. It's much more common

for us to hear a 50 year-old man talk about the meaningfulness of

his travel experience than to have this same conversation with a 25

year-old. As people define what has meaning to them, they also

define what is superficial to them. Older populations tend to have

less time and less patience for the superficial.

In some countries, most notably the U.S., traditional sources

of meaning have lost some their authority and as a result are not

"producing" much meaning for people. Surveys of Americans' atti

tudes toward the press, the Supreme Court, the presidency, Con

gress, religious leaders, bosses, and other traditionally venerated

authorities, have turned more negative compared to previous
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decades. Still, the desire for meaning is as old as humanity itself. It

may even be the defining characteristic ofwhat makes us human.

In any event, we believe addressing this emerging desire for

meaning is innovation's newest evolutionary challenge, one that

will require a highly collaborativedevelopment processand a focus

on experience design. In the following chapters we explore the con

cept of meaning in the context of business, the design of meaning

ful customer experiences, and the specific processes that companies

can use to innovate along these lines. We consider examples of

companies that rethink and remodel their innovation processes to

combine the skills of inventers, marketers, and designers. We

describe companies that use consumer research at earlier points than

is traditional and pursue techniques that provide them with deeper

insights and understanding. We

examine leading-edge firms that

have realized that true value is

determined by the customer's

experience of their offerings-

companies that believe as we do

that the meaning of the cus

tomer experience is paramount.

If this idea still strikes

some readers as outlandish or

naive, consider the Apple iPod.

Perhaps no contemporary pro

duct provides a better illustra

tion of what we're talking

about. The iPod united Apple's

product line, a related service

(the iTunes Music Store), and a

legion of third-party compa

nies that scrambled to create peripherals and accessories. This

wildly popular product integrated and reinforced a desirable musi-

Twenty years from now,

we will look back on the

end of the 20th century

and the beginning of

the 21 st as the starting

point of a new kind of

innovation in business, one

that focuses its processes

company-wide on the goal

of providing its customers

meaningful experiences.
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cal experience. Advertising, promotion, product offerings, and a

retail presence became a cohesive, unique and highly entertaining

customer experience Yes, it was a clever invention, and yes, it was

exceptionally well designed and marketed. But what makes the

iPod an overwhelming success is the union of invention, design,

and marketing into a seamless whole that evokes meaning in the

enjoyment of music. By concentrating on the customer's experi

ence, the iPod goes beyond simply selling devices, music, and

peripherals to selling the sensation of freedom, control, wonder,

beauty. Apple displayed genius connecting the iPod to meaning for

its customers. But it's a process that others can, and should, follow.

It's our hope that 20 years from now, we will look back on the

end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st as the starting

point of a new kind of innovation in business, one that focuses its

processes company-wide on the goal of providing its customers

meaningful experiences.



T\vo

The Value of Meaning

Before going forward we must grapple with these two rather

abstract terms:experience and meaning. Our brief recap in the

previous chapter suggests that, at one level, the historical

record of innovation is the story of companies progressively deepen

ing their understanding of human needs and how their businesses

can respond to those needs with goods and services. Over the course

of the past century, this understanding progressed from meeting

consumers' functional and economic requirements, through the

emergence of choice and competition, culminating in the use of

branding to address customers' desire for identity and, most

recently, connectionsat the level of meaning. By mid-20th century,

brandinghad becomethe essence of marketing and a defining char

acteristic of most globalproductsand services. Brand wasimportant

to companies as a saleable asset; and it was important to customers

as a distinction ofvalue and identity.

Over the past few years, as branding and design evolved fur

ther, the term "experience" began to spread through businesses like

the latest pop song. Executives would sing its refrains—experience

marketing, holistic design, 360 degreebranding, and so on—even if

some didn't actually understand the lyrics. Whetherinstinaively or

from feedback, they knew their customers sought both broader and

deeper interactions with products and services than what could be

represented on a feature list. These experiential relationships, they

recognized, allowed them to create stronger ties between the com

pany and its customers, and as such, generated more value to both.

17
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The transition from a focus on brand identity to a focus on

experience design was fueled in part by three influential business

books. The first, Experiential Marketing by Bernd H. Schmitt, encour

aged marketers to go beyond the limitations of traditional "fea-

tures-and-benefits" marketing and move to a more holistic model

of integrated, multisensory experiences. The second, The Entertain

ment Economy, by Michael Wolf, argued that all businesses will

increasinglyneed to be entertaining to capture and hold customers'

interest. The third book, The Experience Economy, by Joseph Pine

and James H. Gilmore, articulated the idea that, "When a person

buys a service, he purchases a set of intangible activitiescarried out

on his behalf. But when he buys an experience, he pays to spend

time enjoying a series of memorable events that a company

stages—as in a theatrical play—to engage him in a personal way."

These authors' vision resonated widely with product and service

developers who began to introduce the idea of using the customer

experience as a framework for tactical design and development.

Similarly inspired, brand strategists, marketers, and designersalso

began to apply the concept to broaden the dimension of advertis

ing and other forms of communication.

j;i Experience Defined

Regardless of what wecall it, an "experience" can be described sim

ply as the sensation of change. In other words, an experience is any

process we're conscious of and involved in as it happens. Toexperi

ence something requires that we recognizean alteration to our envi

ronment, our bodies, our minds, our spirits, or any other aspect of

ourselves that can sense change. We all have experiences every day

ranging from the superficial to the profound. Some experiences are

simple like drinking a glassof wateron a hot day to physically cool

down. Others incorporate ritual or tap into wider associations, such
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aschugging an ice-cold beer in a neighborhood baraftera blistering

day of hard work, recalling past sensations of relaxation or fun.

Some experiences arelogical reactions, for example watching a doc

umentary that presents a perspective so convincingly and in such

detail that we are are aware of being enlightened on the topic per

haps even persuaded to change our view about it. Others are more

emotional or visceral, like sitting through a movie that lifts our

mood, or one that makes us hide our eyes and physically cringe Still

other experiencesaremanufactured for a mass market and delivered

through designed artifacts, like the environments of Disneyland and

Las Vegas, the sound of a Hariey-Davidson, or the "white space" of

Google And some like hugging your child or feeling a breeze at the

beach, arenatural, impulsive, and alwayschanging.

From a marketing and design perspective an experience is an

engagement delivered to the customer through an integrated sys

tem of "touch points"—produa, packaging, message, customer

service, and so on—that conveys or evokes a consistent sense of its

essence. The goal of experience branding or experience design is

admirable: it reflects a company's effort to be consistent in its value

proposition and its expression in every connection with a con

sumer. When practiced to its fullest, these experiences are delivered

not only through a company's product or service, but also through

its choice of distribution channel, how it advertises, how it mer

chandises, where its products are manufactured, how it trains

employees, and even through its choice ofCEO.

One recent example of a company embracing the idea of

experience design is Proaer & Gamble a bellwether company for

management practices. With a praaical, conservative Midwestern

culture this global corporation researches and experiments with

new approaches but generally resists trends until their contribution

to performance is clear. Leveraging deep customer understanding,

its innovation process now seeks to integrate brand, advertising,

packaging, and produa design by coordinating all touch points
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using customer experience as its focal point. As Proaer & Gamble's

CEO,A.G. Lafley told Fast Company magazine in a June 2005 inter

view, "Wewant to design the purchasing experience—what we call

the 'first moment of truth'—we want to design everycomponent of

the product; and we want to design the communication experience

and the user experience."

This type of commitment is impressive and we applaud those

companies like P&G that are pursuing the intentional design of

experiences. But seeking to turn every consumer interaction into an

experience no matter how consistent and engaging, has a couple of

serious flaws: First, it's simply not possible for a company to con

sciously design every touch point with a customer. Pepsi works dili

gently to control the use of its logo, but it still turns up on black

market T-shirts revised to suit a caption or to make a subversive

point, such as a recent version we found where the name "Pepsi"

was replaced in the logo with "Penis."Most people ofcourse recog

nize that the shirt with the altered logo doesn't come from Pepsi,

but it still makes a logo impression. Wells Fargo designs a consis

tent message of its value to customers that is conveys through its

advertising and merchandising, but it can't completely control

what is said about its services through word of mouth.

Apart from the impossibility of completely controlling all

touch points in an experience there's positivevalue in intentionally

relinquishing some control and encouraging customers to partici

pate in co-creatingexperiences. That process itself deepens the indi

vidual customer's conneaion to the produa and company. Part of

the global appeal ofStarbucksis the satisfactioneach customer gets

from personalizing her beverage each time she visits, even if her

preference means the barista will be making a weak cup of coffee

that Starbucks would never endorse Cold Stone Creamery pursues

this same goal in letting each customer customize his ice cream by

mixing in as many candies, flavors, and ingredients as he likes. Web

sites like Yahoo! and MSN encourage customers to design their own


